
Facilitating Events and Courses 
in an Online World 
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Presentation Notes
Thanks for giving me the opportunity to speak about our work with INASP, a small international development organisation that is based in Oxford, UK. We partner with global stakeholders, in particular in the global South, to work towards our aim of putting knowledge and research at the heart of development. Our technology-enhanced learning (TEL) hub supports our projects and partners by providing capacity building solutions that use technology to enhance learning. Today I will speak about our approaches of facilitating events and courses in a world where people work more and more online. 
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When we develop learning initiatives, we reflect on and apply these 4 aspects: Firstly, we are guided by principles that help to implement projects which use digital solutions, based on our values. Our own guidelines are based on the Principles for Digital Development for international development organizations – you can find them on digitalprinciples.org. Secondly, we learn from our and others’ experience to come to an understanding what works or does not work. This has helped us to identify key factors that need to be considered before designing any online intervention, and which we then integrated into our own scoping and design process.Thirdly, any learning initiatives that we build are grounded in learning design; meaning we use design methodology that is proved to help with the development of engaging learning opportunities and that lead to the desired learning outcomes. The methodology puts the learner – and not the facilitator – in the centre of the design. And fourthly, when we say ‘technology enhanced, we mean we use technology not as an end in itself.  We find out  how we can use technology for a specific case to improve the learning experience. This also means that we often complement more traditional face-to-face learning options with online learning.



Learning in a changing world
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Most of you will surely agree, that we had to go through an even more rapid transition to online out of necessity.In the times of a global pandemic, we need to take advantage even more of what digital technology can offer: we need to be more creative, we need to think outside the box, and at the same time we need to understand the limitations of technology.
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This infographic outlines the key aspects that we identified as being most important for our online learning initiatives. If you are interested in learning more, you may want to see our new tutorial on online facilitation that we recently launched (see last slide).



Think people not platforms
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Our first recommendation is that people and pedagogy should always come before technologyIn the years of delivering online learning, we have learned that we need to build in a scoping activity at the beginning of our digital project. You need to find a quick and efficient way of getting to know your audience. The questions to explore should include aspects such as learning habits, existing communication channels, bandwidth limitations, and digital literacy skills. If you collect answers to such questions, you will be able to make informed decisions about the type of technology you will use and how you will use it.
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I can give you an example of one the projects I’m currently working with – Assuring Quality Higher Education in Sierra Leone – short AQHEd-SL. The project management felt INASP’s online course that introduces critical thinking to students would help the lecturers in Sierra Leone to strengthen their undergraduates’ critical thinking skills. Critical thinking skills had been identified as one very important aspect to get them ready for employment. The initial course version had been designed with some lecturers in Tanzania and involved 6 online self-study units that should be complemented by face-to-face lessons.After the launch of the project in 2018, we decided to use a workshop in Sierra Leone for a scoping activity with the lecturers. So we mainly asked questions and listened and it became clear to us that an internet-based online course wouldn’t work with the current infrastructure and digital literacy levels in Sierra Leone. We decided to form a taskforce of lecturers who received training to implement a learning approach that involved the use of small portable computers (so called Raspberry Pies). These small computers can provide a local network in the classroom. The students are able to access the learning platform and the online course through mobile phones or other devices, while being supported by trained lecturers. The idea was to build critical thinking and digital literacy skills through this approach. But before we were ready to run a pilot of this learning approach, COVID-19 kicked in and we had to adjust our approach again. Universities were closed and lecturers mainly staid in contact with students through WhatsApp. So, we took the contents of the online course and adjusted them so that they could be distributed to the students as snippets. Lecturers send these one-pagers mostly through WhatsApp to the students and support their learning in WhatsApp groups.I hope this example demonstrates how important it is to stay in touch with your target audience and adjust learning opportunities to their needs.



Don’t replicate F2F

Design for online
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Our second recommendation is to design for an online experience and not just replicating f2f solutions.Too often online learning is seen as simply changing the medium of delivery without changing pedagogy. We might be tempted to think – we’ve got this workshop with all the slides, resources and activities – why don’t we put these materials online and scale up the learning opportunity to more people at a lower cost. The truth, however, is that interaction dynamics in online spaces are very different to f2f settings. Online learning requires explicit and thought-through design. For example, when using asynchronous communication, you need to take into account the lack of visual clues and the delay of feedback. You should also utilize well the advantages that online spaces can bring. 
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An example that I would like to give you here is our Monitoring and Evaluation course for librarians which used to be offered as a 3-day workshop. We wanted to reach a broader audience with a limited budget; user groups that weren’t able to come to the workshops, such as librarians in remote areas or women with family duties. So we decided to offer this learning opportunity online. Instead of having a workshop on zoom or similar platform we realised that the greatest benefit for learners of doing this course online would be if they could do it in their own time and apply what they learn immediately within the context of their work. We developed a 6 week course, providing some theory with examples, and at the same time encouraging participants to work on a useful assignment for their work. If the participants didn’t have enough information to answer the questions in the assignment, they had enough time to talk to more knowledgeable colleagues and then continue with the assignment. Participants from the same institution even built learning groups and submitted a joint assignment. They were learning by doing, and they were doing something which was directly relevant to and useful for their work context.



Build for community
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Social presence is a key factor in maintaining participants’ engagement on the course and reducing drop out rates. It helps learners know that they aren’t alone in their learning journey and exchange ideas. So in many of our online learning initiatives, we build in peer learning activities and facilitated group discussions. However, keeping participants motivated and engaged is not always easy. Just to give you an example: In our Massive Open Online Courses (the MOOCS), we often have between 2000 and 3000 participants in one run. Therefore, to support the participants and engage them in discussions, we developed a guest facilitation model. The guest facilitators from all over the world help to keep conversations in the discussion forum flowing. The response from this global community has been amazing with many people happy to dedicate their own time to support others. It allows us to keep the thousands of participants engaged and motivated and our completion rates quite high, reaching about 50%. We believe this success is largely due to the guest facilitation model.



Be inclusive
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You really need to know your audience to be inclusive and design your learning initiative in the right way. For example, thinking of users who are displaced, differently abled, or in areas with only basic digital infrastructure. What have we learned about how best to serve learners in less accessible situations? Our courses should work quite well also with low bandwidth and be flexible time-wise. The right choice of media, colours and fonts is important.For example, when we build in videos and or live sessions, they aren’t a compulsory element of the course completion, rather an enrichment of the learning experience. We design mostly for asynchronous communication and flexible due dates, we make online lessons downloadable, the learning resources can be accessed through mobile phones. Our learning never ends. For example, when speaking recently with a woman from Somalia, we have learned that female participants from Somalia can often find MOOCS overwhelming and can feel uncomfortable to learn in a community that is dominated by male participants. We are now looking into options for delivering the same content for smaller communities with local facilitation and giving female participants are more private space.



Be sustainable
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Last not least another aim of our scoping activities is to build a sustainable model from the beginning. We want to  make sure that we support lasting change and that capacity development can continue once we are no longer involved. With this in mind, our course material is licensed as creative commons and developed and structured into packages that can be easily downloaded, customized and embedded into partners’ own digital platforms. To recap our key recommendations to you:1.Think people first – technology should be a means to and end not an end in itself2. Design for online, use the advantages of online learning - do not simply replicate your f2f approaches 3. Build for a community – social presence and adequate facilitation are key to engagement and co-creation of knowledge4. Apply the inclusivity lens at all times – you want to avoid creating a new digitally-based divide5. Finally think of sustainability from the beginning of your project – in the end you want to ensure local ownership of capacity development 



Facilitating Events 
and Courses in an 
Online World

Self study tutorial
Always open, no fees

www.inasp.info/onlinefacilitation
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And here the details of the new tutorial that I mentioned earlier: Facilitating Events and Courses in an Online World, drawing on INASP’s experience in running and facilitating a wide range of online activities. Perhaps something for you if you want to learn more. 



Thank you.

@INASPinfo www.inasp.info
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